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Abstract: One of the crucial jobs in online business applications that involves internet advertising is click-

through rate (CTR) prediction and recommendation system. These are the crucial components of online 

marketing platforms. Algorithms for machine learning are frequently used to overcome interaction issues. 

These challenges are particularly well suited for Reinforcement Learning methods. For better click-through 

rate prediction and ads recommendations, we have suggested a model in this paper based on the most suited 

Reinforcement learning techniques named Upper Confidence Bound and Thompson sampling. The dataset, 

which includes data on 10 advertisements, was created using Numpy and pandas python libraries that 

replicates the ads interaction on the online platform. On this dataset, we applied Upper confidence Bound 

and Thompson Sampling and an analysis of the results is also done which states which of the two algorithms 

is more suited according to the use cases depending on the interaction with the online web advertisements. 

Keywords: Upper Confidence Bound (UCB), Thompson sampling, Reinforcement Learning (RL), Click-

Through Rate (CTR), Machine Learning, Recommendation System (RS), Multi-Armed Bandits (MAB). 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Search term advertising has risen to be a crucial component of online surfing. These adverts frequently pay 

for phrases through an allocation scheme. Both costs for hit and cost per click invoicing is used. 

Reinforcement learning is the process of discovering how to connect events with behaviors observable [1]. 

Knowing the linkage and creating the cases are indeed the two fundamental components of RL (with the 

help of math models) [2], [3]. Multi-armed bandits and Markov decision processes are the two main 

environments for dilemma creation. A simple model for the exploration/exploitation trade-off has been 

related to the MAB [4]. 

The Partially Visible Markov decision process (PVMDP) extends the MDP to the situation in which the 

system state is not always observable [1] [4]. 

Such commercials, in the initial place, offer consumers advantages like product details, a substantial 

reduction, etc. Furthermore, these adverts undoubtedly add benefits to customers provided that now the 

intended population is targeted by the marketer' sales promotion [6]. Third, the search engine benefits from 

these advertisements as well since it will make money if consumers click on the adverts [6]. Thirdly, the 

SEO also gains from all these ads given that it will earn a living if users click on them. 
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Fig 1. RL cycle. After assessing the environmental conditions, the agent attempts to react to a situation as 

effectively as possible. The probable payoff is converted together into state change brought about by the 

action and communicated to the unit together with a new assessment of the situation [5]. 

 

 

 

Fig 2. It is better to pick advertisements after closely examining every of these possible consequences, 

such as if the business selection approach may improve user interactions, advertiser support, and online 

search income [7]. 

Many marketers that are prepared to market online businesses have become interested in online marketing 

campaigns [8], [9]. Another of the major issues that advertisers, particularly individuals who do not have 

much experience in internet advertising, encounter is how to better structure their operations. Selecting the 

appropriate target is essential for creating the greatest game, which will ensure that people will accept your 

adverts on a good degree. Additionally, the quantity of visits needed to set up must be sufficient to support 

advertising efforts [10], [11]. 

The confidence interval seen between perceived reward and the true reward is used by the Upper 

Confidence Bound approach to determine which of the K arms seems to be the best [12]. The confidence 

level depicts unpredictability; the wider the interval, the less guaranteed the reward for the arm is. 

Additionally, as the sequence goes longer, the agent is able to see more, and indeed the interval gets shorter. 

Ideally, the gap will finally take on a given value with an unlimited quantity of samples [12]. 

 

Another method is to reduce the variable that governs the investigation as time grows, such as e - greedy, 

and prevent wasteful exploring where the agency could investigate activity that is already recognized to 

also be poor. A different strategy is used by UCB [13], which is poised to be upbeat and favors the choices 
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with high levels of uncertainty. The agent will tend to favor acts that stand a good chance of producing the 

best results. An upper confidence bound also describes this [14]. At each time step, UCB will choose the 

arm with the maximum upper confidence bound Ut(a)  [12]. 

 

Upper confidence Bound Pseudocode 

 

 

Thompson sampling Pseudocode 

 

 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The goal is to choose the most rewarding advertisement which has the highest click rate, to be shown more 

frequently which ultimately results in the increase in revenue. 

The exploitation-exploration conundrum is a problem with traditional recommender systems. Exploration 

involves recommending items at random in order to gather more user feedback, whereas exploitation 

involves recommending items that are expected to best fit users' interests. The spatial bandit models an 

agent that attempts to strike a balance between the competing tasks of exploitation and research in 

maximizing the long term reward over a set period.  

In a bandit situation, the conventional tactics to strike a balance between exploitation and exploration are 

"ε-greedy"[15], EXP3 [16], and UCB1 [16]. In order to boost the total amount of customer hits, a retraining 

method based LinUCB is presented to pick content systematically for individual users depending upon that 

background knowledge of the individuals and pieces. There in current feeds situation, the discovery 

challenge of tailored recommender system is described as a contextually bandit challenge [15]. 

Ten advertisements' worth of data are present in the dataset as prizes. These ten are all variations of the 

same advertisement [12], [17]. The finest advertisement to post on the social network must be identified in 

this case. The advertisement with the best click-through rate and most clicks will be placed. The challenge 
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at hand is to determine which version of this advertisement is better for the user [7]. Only the simulation is 

included in this dataset. In the real world, we will begin testing by posting several versions of 

advertisements on social networks. Based on the outcomes, we will adjust our approach to posting these 

advertisements on social networks. We will display one of these 10 adverts each time a person logs into 

their social network account, and we'll monitor their behavior to see how they react. The reward is added if 

the user clicks the advertisement; else, the reward is 0. For a total of 10,000 users, this task is repeated. 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 

The system will make use of an example dataset made with NumPy and Pandas. In addition, to sanitize the 

data, the exported dataset must go through a data reprocessing step. However, because the data was 

explicitly prepared using the Python module, cleaning is not necessary. Data pre-processing is a crucial 

procedure that ensures that the data is free of any errors or null values that just might significantly skew the 

findings. If there are any gaps in the data, then the mean or median can be employed to fill them. In addition, 

dependent on the dataset, feature set and label embedding are options that can be used. Then, we used the 

Thompson Sampling reinforcement method to determine whether it had any advantages over random 

selection. Then, using the dataset, we deployed Upper Confidence Bound technique and compared the 

outcomes. Python was chosen as the programming language for implementation. 

 

Fig 3. Flow chart for the implementation of Web Ad optimization techniques 

The flow chart explains the use of the dataset after its detailed analysis and cleaning because having some 

invalid data in the dataset can cause either incorrect results or in the failure of the code execution. The 

algorithms used in this experiment are Upper confidence bound and Thompson’s Sampling model. Then, 

in order to visualize the result, matplotlib library module is used in python and for visualizing the dataset, 

the JetBrains Datalore platform is used. 

This dataset consists of a table with their column names as the specific Advertisement. The dataset is in csv 

format. Each row item represents the status of whether the ad was clicked or not, with ‘0’ being ‘not clicked’ 

and ‘1’ being ‘clicked’. In order to access the contents of that data in Python, we can use panda’s library 

and convert the .csv file into a data frame. 
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Fig 4. First 4 rows out of 10000 rows of the dataset. 

The detailed description as showing in the Fig 5 and Fig 6 is shown using the Jet Brains datalore online 

platform, which analyze all the major aspects of the dataset table and shows the detailed description of each 

column. 

 

 

 

Fig 5. Detailed description of first 5 columns of the dataset 
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Fig 6. Detailed description of remaining columns of the dataset 

 

 

IV. RESULTS 

 

Fig 7. The comparison of the distributions of number of clicks on each ads recommended according to the 

algorithms used, i.e., “Thompson sampling” and “UCB” algorithm. The results are visualized with the 

help of the bar plots using the “matplotlib” module in Python. 

From the above visualizations, we can see that ad number 4 got the highest click. Even though both of the 

algorithms tells to the user place the 4th ad more prominently for getting the highest number of clicks. 

When compared to randomized selection, and both UCB & Thompson Sampling techniques function. 

Several of the mathematical assurances of upper-confidence bound algorithms like Thompson sampling are 

based on a basic characteristic.  

UCB tends to be more suitable for the case where the data and actions are less reliable as it calculates the 

confidence interval and uses the principle of optimism in the face of uncertainty. Also, as both algorithms 

are "optimistic" in the sense that they devote exploration effort to potential optimum behaviors, one may 
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also integrate regret assessment over both of these techniques and several problem categories, as well as 

transfer regret bounds determined for UCB methods onto Bayesian regret bounds with Thompson sampling. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Across every situation, Thompson Sampling and UCB proved to be able to achieve maximum overall 

reward despite keeping careful analysis of many variations and the capacity to spot variance among them. 

Thompson Sampling might be a better choice in circumstances where the method is more reliable, like 

those that have a higher lower bound conversion efficiency or estimated affect size. However, because of 

its reliability and high tolerance for data distortion, UCB is the best Multi Armed Bandit method in 

situations with relatively low conversion rates and minor effect sizes. 
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